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At Home in the City

I’ve written at length about my global circumnavigations.
The Chicago house I share with my husband, Scott, represents a
circumnavigation of life: its location, a block from Lake Michigan,
is a short distance from our first apartment on Lake Shore Drive.
And though the distance between the two addresses is negligible,
the road Scott and I have traveled together has been complex,
circuitous, and wonderfully enriching—all of which is amply
reflected in our home.
The 19th-century structure, with a projecting two-story addition
appended in the 1930s, combines a Norman roofline with a BeauxArts façade, to appealingly eccentric effect. We chose it, in part,
for its defiance of the city’s grid. In Chicago alleyways serve as the
principal means of ingress and egress, and we didn’t want to come
and go from the back all the time. Our house has a driveway, and
occupies a lot that’s extra wide and extra deep—which means that,
not only can we enter from the street, there’s enough room for both
a garden and a garage.
Our tastes are somewhat at odds—if it’s neoclassical, modernist,
or ethnographic, I’m all in, whereas Scott appreciates a dose
of Victoriana. Yet we’ve managed to bridge the gap both
architecturally and decoratively. Regarding the former, we strove
to create a unified, English-influenced neoclassical interior. The
decorative synthesis derives from the fairly exotic collections
that grew out of our far-flung travels, which nest naturally and
comfortably within the more traditionally elaborated rooms.
I’d be highly critical of someone who decorated a residence while
wondering “what does this say about me?”—yet I was forced to
ask myself that same question. As in all matters, however, a strong
partner is a good foil. And as our journey came full circle, I found
that everything that is best about who we are, individually and as a
couple, came to the fore, to produce a home that is warm, centering,
and sure to last.
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Previous pages: Our house’s exterior
mixed Beaux-Arts and Norman influences.
In the foyer, a contemporary giltwoodand-mercury glass chandelier hangs above a
chevron-patterned white oak floor; a German
Deco console is flanked by Russian Regency
chairs upholstered in Fortuny fabric. A Cole
Sternberg mixed media piece hangs beside a
rosewood Steinway piano in the living room,
which also mixes antique and contemporary
French and Asian furniture with Polynesian
shell money, scrimshaw boar tusks, and
Oceanic “give-back” figures, all collected on
our travels. Right: In the silver-leafed dining
room, two sets of 18th-century French dining
chairs, square- and round-backed, are matched
with a mahogany dining table. A Burmese
headdress made from yak teeth, which we
found at Inle Lake in Myanmar, stands atop
a vintage Karl Springer console table, paired
with two African fertility figures.
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Left and following pages: The generously scaled
barstools at the kitchen island can be turned to face the
adjoining “keeping room,” which features an antique farm
table that’s been cut down to serve a different purpose.
Above the sofa, a contemporary Aboriginal “water” painting
that Scott and I acquired on a visit to Uluru.
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Right and following pages: In the master suite, with its silk
wall covering, hangs the antique French chandelier Scott and
I acquired for our first home. The walnut burl armoire is the
very first antique I purchased, as a college sophomore, with a
$300 birthday check from my grandmother. In the sitting area,
I placed a French marble-topped guéridon adorned with a Songye
culture African mask; the gilded Empire table in the corner
features a repeating Sphinx motif. The white marble bath sustains
the suite’s subdued color palette.
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WHY YACHTS MATTER

The calculations are endless, ranging from how much rice or flour
needs to be onboard (and where does it go, and how does it remain
fresh) to how many sets of flatware and china will be required to
keep your guests consistently enchanted at mealtimes. When you’re
not under sail, how do you avoid subjecting the people on board to
the vibration and noise (and odor) of the engines? On a yacht that
I designed (as always, in conjunction with a master boat-builder),
all of the interior architecture floated on rubber cushions—and
everything within those cushioned rooms was cushioned as well.

Allow me to offer an observation that, though it seems convoluted,
is entirely accurate: what is extraordinary about a yacht is that it’s
a machine masquerading as a house—though at heart, it is really
a hotel. So: what might that mean, and how is it relevant to the
design of landlocked interiors?
Essential to the idea of a luxury yacht is “yacht service,” which by
nature and necessity has to be on a par with what you’d expect in
the world’s very finest hotels—that is, service that anticipates your
needs to an almost telepathic degree. In part, yacht service involves
things like the appearance of a gin-and-tonic at your elbow just as
the thought enters your mind that you might like to have one. But
more important is the kind of elaborate ballet that has to go on to
make living in what is ultimately (and no matter the square footage)
a confined series of spaces feel natural and, in particular, seamless.
For example, let’s say you leave your stateroom in the morning
to go to breakfast, then return half an hour later to find the bed
made and everything immaculate. How does the steward get in
and out of your cabin without being seen in a passageway carrying
a vacuum cleaner and fresh linens? The answer is that concealed
in your space behind a false wall is a closet containing all of the
necessary maintenance and provisioning materials—and every suite
on board is comparably outfitted.

For a systems-loving individual like myself, yacht design is
Nirvana: there are systems involving service, maintenance, security,
preservation, and much, much more—and they all have to be at
once fully integrated with one another, and individually accessible
and discrete. For this reason—and although, relative to the total
cost of the machine, the interior design budget is comparatively
austere—the level of craft far exceeds what is generally available
for land-based projects. Indeed, only firms specializing in yacht
construction can produce the millwork and furniture. A case
in point: I specified zebra wood paneling for a boat lounge that
featured a nickel fillet as a design motif. On land, we’d simply insert
four pieces of wood into a joint. For the boat project, however,
these four pieces had to be dovetailed, then secured with machine
screws—and that was one component. When you consider that a
mega-yacht is a 10,000-square-foot house offering white-glove
service that can also take you anywhere in the world and ride out a
hurricane without so much as a glass breaking, what you’re really
talking about is crafting the equivalent of highly refined timepieces
that are 150 feet long and four stories high.

That represents, of course, an extraordinary level of service. But it’s
also an extraordinary design opportunity, one that I have found to
be at once exhilarating and overwhelming. There is the simple fact
that, on an ocean-going yacht that may spend three months away
from its homeport, everything that you might need for that journey
(other than fresh produce) has to be stowed, seaworthy, and stable.
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and flow of the surf remained clearly audible, it was also close
enough to a major highway to be periodically plagued by traffic
noise. The solution: a series of discreetly positioned outdoor
microphones that captured the waves breaking on the beach and
water features on the property, and piped them into the house via
concealed speakers—sounds that were amplified automatically
during rush hours, and modulated once the traffic abated.

In my experience, and no matter your profession, meeting highly
specific challenges has a positive impact on the totality of one’s
capacities, and this has proven to be very much the case with my
work on yachts. Increasingly, I find myself creating homes for
clients with complicated programs requiring considerable back-ofhouse support. And making them not only beautiful, pleasurable
places to inhabit, but exceptionally high-functioning, consumes
more and more of my creative imagination.

As a devotee of Chicago’s rich theater culture, I know how easily
the mesmerizing spell of a sublime stage effect can be dispelled by
an offstage crash or the unintentional appearance of a stagehand.
Similarly, I love nothing more than to commission craftspeople to
execute my bespoke furniture designs, travel the world in search
of beautiful and usual decorative objects, to select just the right
upholstery, or to advise a client on the purchase of a painting.
But I know that even the most arresting interior design can be
undermined if I don’t devote equal time to the crafting of what
goes unseen. I pride myself on having the skill to do so—and I have
the brain-twisting challenge of yacht design to thank.

This can be as simple as ensuring that a staff of six can service a
house without making their presence obtrusive—or as complex
as making a multi-million-dollar project feel as artless and casual
as a seaside cottage. Indeed, for one such “beach shack,” I faced
two challenges that were especially daunting. The first involved
developing an HVAC system that would enable my clients to throw
open their doors to the sea air and fluctuating climate without
causing environmental damage to their world-class art collection.
The other had to do, oddly enough, with noise abatement: though
the residence overlooked the Pacific Ocean, and the soothing ebb
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An Adventurous Life
Global Interiors by Tom Stringer
Tom Stringer & Marc Kristal
Tom Stringer is a prolific and highly regarded United States–based interior
designer whose work remains intimately braided with going places. Tom
Stringer’s spirited personality and love of adventure resonates throughout
his work; his creativity is simultaneously rooted in the classics while offering
clients a multi-layered and modern approach to color, texture and personal
interests. With the same energy that motivates his own love of travel and
collecting, Tom incorporates his clients’ passions into their design schemes—
creating a kind of relaxed glamor that’s both deeply personal and truly unique.
Having always been attracted to one or another culture’s talismanic objects,
he seeks to find the things that draw meaning and potency from the stories

attached to them. For Tom, design is storytelling; he’s adept at helping
clients distill and articulate their story, and so once there is a connection, this
gives direction, meaning, and resonance to the rooms that he creates, and
imbues these works with the client’s personal narrative. Featuring maps that
reflect Tom’s broad travels, this beautifully presented monograph showcases
Tom’s incredible journey, with rich photography throughout. From his earliest
personal history and influences, in particular his cartographic endeavors, this
book reveals how he uses these rich experiences to create authentic, original,
stunning projects, projects that are not only warm and inviting but also
visually elegant.
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